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DeaiMr Stephdnson,

Thank you for your letter conceming immigration policies. When discussing this
important national issue it is important to understand the background behind the
cunent border security debacle.

People smuggling is an inhumane business that puts people's lives at risk. People
die travelling to Australia on unsafe boats. Furthermore, every place provided to a
person who has arrived illegally by boat is a place denied to another person in
potentially greater need, seeking to come to Australia by legal means. Having
personally visited a refugee camp in Asia and seen the situation first hand, it is my
belief that illegal immigration violates our country's notion of a fair go.

The Coalition has demonstrated in Government the resolve, policy and commitment
required to stop the boats. These policies save lives and protectthe fairness and
integrity of our immigration system. we employed a suit of strong mutually-
supportive policies that kept Australia's borders secure and significantly reduced
people smuggling activities to Australia.

After 2001, the Howard government successfully reduced a flood of illegal boat
anivals to a mere trickle. Between ?sl0zand 20O7, just ten illegal entry boats arived
with lewer than 250 passengers. ln August 2008, however, Labor began to roll back
the strong border protection regime they inherited from the Coalition. :

labo/s policy gave the people smugglers a product to sell- permanent residency in
Australia. Since the last election over 546 illegal boats and nearly 92,000 people 

-

have arrived illegally on Australia's shores. The impact of this unprecedented rate of
arrivals has ovenrhelmed our detention network.

The cost of the Gillard Governmenfs failures on our borders over the last four years
has been substantial in humanitarian and financialterms. Taxpayers like you have
faced about $6.6 billion in border protection cost blowouts, including for a steadily-
expanding onshore detention network and very considerable naval and customs
resources in detection and interception.


